












Washing vegetables 
under a running tap uses 

9 litres a minute.

Washing vegetables 
in a bowl uses about  

8 litres.

Brushing teeth using 
a cup uses half a litre 

of water.

Washing up 
under a running tap  

uses 9 litres of 
water a minute.

Washing up 
in a plugged sink uses  

16 litres.

We should drink 6-8 
cups of water a 

day to stay healthy.

Watering the garden  
with a hose pipe 
uses 1000 litres of 

water an hour!

Watering the garden  
with a watering can 
uses 10 litres of water.



65% 65%



Brushing your  
teeth with the tap 

running uses 6 litres 
per minute.

The average bath 
uses 80 litres  

of water.

The average shower
 uses 12 litres
 per minute.

The average  
washing machine 

uses 50 litres 
of water.

You use around  
8 litres of water 
every time you  
flush the loo.

Water butts
can save 100’s 
of litres of water

65% of our bodies 
are made up of water.

A dishwasher 
uses about 14 litres 

per load.



Buckets 
of fun
Task
A teamwork game to fi nd out how much water is used 
by various household activities.

You will need
• A bucket for each team

• A supply of water

• Plastic cups

• Skipping rope or other race equipment

• A whistle

• Fact cards

What to do
The aim of the game is to collect as much water as possible.

The teams complete simple tasks and races to win cups 
of water for their buckets. For example:

• Egg and spoon relay race. Winning team wins four cups.

• Skipping marathon.
One person from each team starts skipping.
The last person to stop wins fi ve cups for the team.

• Each person in the team has to tie a different knot.
Each knot earns two cups.

• During the game, the leader blows the whistle and
uses the fact cards to ask each team to guess how
much water is used by different activities eg. How much
water does a bath use? 40, 80 or 160 litres?
They earn fi ve cups for a correct answer.

7+

Outside / indoor

Quick guide

30 mins

Age range

Covers topics on:
Health & fi tness

Agility

Group activity
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Fun fact
The average person in
 the UK uses about 150 
litres of water per day, 

that’s 54,750 litres per year
– enough to fi ll over 

680 bath tubs!

Leaders’ notes
This activity highlights how much water 
is used by different activities in the home. 
Children should never be encouraged 
to save water by drinking less.

The region we live in, the South East of 
England, is already under serious water 
stress. Further population growth will 
continue to increase demand and climate 
change is likely to mean drier summers 
and more frequent droughts. This is why 
it’s important to be careful with the water 
we use. Saving water also saves the 
energy used to heat it.

By changing 
a shower head 

to a water effi cient 
model the average 
family could save 

£37 
each year in water 
and energy costs.

Fitting a water-saving device in 
the cistern cuts down the amount 
that’s used. If you are a Southern 
Water customer, you can get one 

free from the website 
www.southernwater.

co.uk/fl ushsaver

Flushing 
the toilet 
accounts for about 

30% 
of our daily water use. 
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Build 
a butt
Task 
A problem-solving and teamwork exercise to build a structure 
to collect water.

You will need
• Plastic sheeting, bin liners or carrier bags (no holes) 

• Poles or canes (six per group) 

• String etc

What to do 
Groups are given a set time (30 minutes) to use the materials 
provided to build a structure that will hold water. 

You may suggest a volume such as four litres. 

When the time is up, it rains (using a watering can). 

A prize can be given for the container which holds 
the most water.

Extension activity age 10+
Using poles and ropes, groups have to devise a way to 
support a store of water (eg. a box lined with plastic) off the 
ground. Use a length of hose to siphon the water and make 
a shower (see diagram on reverse).

Extension activity age 14+
See how big a butt you can build using pioneering poles 
and lashings.

7+
Quick guide

40 mins

Age range

Outside activity

(Ideal for a camping 
exercise)

Covers topics on:
Problem-solving

Agility
Environment 

Group activity
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Fun fact
The ancient Egyptians 

treated water by siphoning 
it out of huge jars after 

allowing the muddy water 
of the Nile to settle

Leaders‘ notes:
Through this activity, participants will consider how rain might be collected and stored. 

This is a useful survival skill and camping exercise and can also be applied in the home 
by fi tting a water butt to drainpipes to collect rain.

The average roof collects enough water to fi ll hundreds of water butts every year. You can 
use this for your garden, house plants and washing your car.

A garden sprinkler can use as much water in one hour as a family 
of four uses in a whole day, so swap your sprinkler for a watering 
can. Grass does not need regular watering in summer. It may go 
brown but will grow back again as soon as it rains. Not watering 
grass in summer encourages stronger root growth.

Using a bucket and sponge to wash your car uses a 10th of the 
water you would use compared with washing it with a hosepipe.

Plants prefer rain to tap water which has been disinfected 
with chlorine to make it safe to drink.

Extension activity diagram
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Float 
your boat
Task
A teamwork game to explore the consequences of leaks.

You will need
• An old bucket or large water container such 

as a washing-up bowl with several holes drilled in it

• A toy boat or boat made from a margarine tub

• Plastic cups

What to do
The aim is to fl oat the boat to the top of the bucket 
by fi lling the bucket with water. 

Teams have to carry water from a source several metres 
away and pour it into the bucket. 

The best way to fl oat the boat is if some team members 
plug the holes while the others carry the water.

7+

Outside activity

Quick guide

30 mins

Age range

Covers topics on:
Science

Problem-solving
Agility 

Group activity
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Fun fact
A dripping tap 

can waste 10 litres 
of water an hour 

How to spot a leak 
During summer, it is often an indication of an underground leak if a patch of grass 
remains green when surrounding grass is unwatered and goes brown. 

To report a leak call 

Southern Water’s Leakline number: 0800 820 999 and the leak 
team will fi x it.

Drought 
conditions – 

as the ground 
dries out, pipes 
can move and 

sometimes 
break

Corrosion 
of the 
water 
main 

Movement 
of pipelines 
above the 

ground 

Deterioration 
of old fi ttings 

on a main 

Ground 
movement 

Faulty or old 
meters or 

meter taps can 
cause leaks

Change 
of water 

pressure in 
the main 

Leaders’ notes
This exercise demonstrates how much water 
is wasted through leaking pipes and why it is 
important to fi x leaks and mend dripping taps. 

Southern Water’s team of leakbusters work 
round the clock. They use special acoustic 
equipment to ‘listen’ for leaks along 
the company’s 13,600 kilometres of water 
mains and make sure they’re fi xed promptly.

Leaks and bursts are generally the result 
of one of, or a combination of, the following:
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How much 
water?
Task
An investigation activity to explore the amount of water 
we use in the home. 

You will need
• Waterwise DVD

• Paper

• Pencils

• Rulers

• Calculator

• Fact cards

What to do
Watch the water use fi lm clip in the DVD and discuss 
the different ways in which water is used every day 
(see the pie chart on reverse).

Design and make a chart to record water use in the home 
(see example on reverse). Use the fact cards to calculate 
your water use and estimate the daily consumption.

Extension activity age 10+
Multiply daily use to work out weekly, 
monthly and annual water use.

Time 
Thirty minutes to explain, create chart and examine facts. 
Study can take place over a day/week. A second follow-up 
activity can review the charts and discuss ways to reduce 
the amount of water we use. Points/prizes can be awarded 
for those children who can identify the biggest savings. 

All

Covers topics on
Design

Creative drawing
Numeracy

Individual activity

Quick guide

Age range

30 mins

Indoor activity

(Study can take place 
over a day/week)
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Fun fact
A family of four uses 

about 200 litres of water
 a day fl ushing the loo

Leaders’ notes 
By identifying which activities use the most water, 
children will understand that drinking water, while 
the smallest proportion, is the most important and 
where water is often wasted. Flushing the toilet 
takes one third of the water we use in the home 
yet it is treated to the same standard as drinking 
water. For water saving tips, see the 1,2,3 simple 
steps inside the pack cover.

Water use chart

Water use 
in the home 

The average 
water used is 
approximately 

150 litres 
per person 

per day
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In a spin
Task
Make a water turbine and demonstrate how water 
makes this work.

You will need
• An empty two-litre drinks bottle

• Scissors

• A pencil

• String

• A jug of water

• A bowl or bucket

What to do
1. Cut the top off the bottle and discard. 

2. Carefully make eight evenly spaced holes around 
the bottom of the bottle. 

3. Enlarge the holes with the pencil, pushing the pencil 
into the holes at an angle. 

4. All the holes should point in the same direction. 

5. Make two more holes near the top of the bottle 
and tie a short string across the top to make a handle. 

6. Hold the turbine over a bucket. 

7. Pour water from a jug into the turbine. 

8. As the water pours through the holes, the turbine 

will spin round (see diagram on reverse).

7+
Quick guide

25 mins

Age range

REMEMBER to use the water collected 
in the bucket for something else!

Outside / indoor

Covers topics on
Science

Problem-solving

Individual activity
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Leaders’ notes
This experiment demonstrates how water 
can be used to power a turbine and can 
lead to a discussion about renewable 
resources. 

Hydro electric power is a renewable 
resource which is used to generate 20% 
of the world’s power. CHP (combined 
heat and power) units use methane 
gas generated through the wastewater 
treatment process to power their plants.

Water and energy use are closely linked. 
Heating water makes up about a third of 
your household energy bill and hot water 
use in the home accounts for 5% of the 
UK’s total carbon emissions – that’s about 
the same as its aviation emissions.

Fun fact
We have been harnessing water 

power for thousands of years. 

The Greeks used water wheels to 

grind wheat into fl our more than 

2,000 years ago. You can still see 

water wheels in action today.

In a spin diagram
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Quiz night 
Thirsty work
This quiz looks at the importance of 
drinking water for health. Read out the 
statements below and ask the group to 
consider whether they are true or false. 
Allocate one side of the room as true, 
the other side false and the middle for not 
sure. Once they’ve made their decision, 
give them three seconds to run around 
and change their minds. Don’t forget to 
make sure everyone has a drink of water 
after playing the game.

All

Outside / indoor

Quick guide

15 mins

Age range

The body is made up of 90% water    

FALSE it’s 60%

Your body loses a drink can full of water a day by breathing  

TRUE

Drinking tea, coffee or fi zzy drinks is as good as drinking water  

FALSE water is naturally free of caffeine, calories and sugar

You only need to drink water if you do exercise    

FALSE you need to drink water all the time

Water is a beauty product    

TRUE it’s great for your skin

We should drink two or three cups of water a day   

FALSE it’s six to eight cups

Fruit and vegetables are a good source of water   

TRUE

The chemical formula for water is H3O   

FALSE it’s H2O

Group activity
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Fun fact
Although a person can live 

without food for about 
two months, they can

 survive without water for 
less than a week

Word up
Photocopy a set of fact cards for each team. 

The fi rst team to hold up the card with the correct 
word or number and call out Word up! wins 
a point.

Question 1 

We can water our plants with water from this

Question 2 

We should hot wash vegetables this way

Question 3 

We put our smelly socks in this

Question 4 

We should do this twice a day

Question 5 

We do this after we’ve been for a wee!

Question 6 

You might play with a rubber duck in this

Question 7 

Drinking plenty of this keeps us healthy and 
helps us to concentrate 

Question 8 

You put dirty plates and cutlery in here

Question 9 

You should always make sure this is full 
before you switch it on 

Question 10 

You use it in the garden and it looks like a snake!
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Rainstorm 
in a jar
Task
Use condensation to replicate a rainstorm.

You will need
• A wide-mouthed jar

• A small bowl 

• Ice cubes

What to do
1. Carefully half-fi ll the wide-mouthed jar with hot water. 

2. Sit the small bowl on top of the jar and leave it for fi ve minutes. 

3. Put some ice cubes in the bowl on top of the jar. 

4. Observe the jar every fi ve minutes. Note how long it takes 
for the rain to fall. 

While you are waiting for the water to condense, you could 
watch the animation of the water cycle on the DVD. 

You can also discuss how rainwater gets polluted and needs 
to be treated before it can be used for drinking. 

You could make a simple water fi lter and demonstrate how 
water can be cleaned in this way (see water fi lter activity sheet).

7+

Indoor activity

Quick guide

45 mins

Age range

Covers topics on:
Science

Observation

Individual activity
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Fun fact
Raindrops can fall 

at speeds of up to 

22 miles per hour

Water cycle diagram

Leaders’ notes
This experiment will demonstrate the 
water cycle. When you fi ll the jar with hot 
water, some of the water evaporates and 
rises. The vapour hits the ice-cold bowl 
and condenses into tiny droplets. As the 
droplets collide they grow and become 
heavier. They hang from the bowl until 
they are heavy enough to fall.

When water evaporates, it forms vapour 
in the air. Air currents carry water vapour 
high into the atmosphere, where the air is 
cooler. As vapour cools, it condenses and 
forms clouds. Millions of cloud droplets 
are needed to make one drop of rain.
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The 
world in 
a bucket
Task 
An exercise to understand the Earth’s water supply.

You will need
• 18 litre container of water or two nine-litre buckets

• Tablespoon and teaspoon

• Dropper

• Three glasses labelled A, B and C

What to do
1. The full buckets of water represent the world’s water supply.

2. Measure 25.5 tablespoons into glass A. Glass A represents 
frozen water in icecaps and glaciers. 

3. Measure half a teaspoon into glass B. This represents water 
held in salt water lakes and inland seas. 

4. Measure 8 tablespoons into glass C. This represents 
ground water (water held in porous rock). Add half a 
teaspoon to glass C to represent water in lakes and 
reservoirs. Add a drop of water to glass C to represent 
rivers and streams. Add two more drops to glass C to 
represent water in the atmosphere, such as clouds and rain. 

Only the water in glass C is available for use by living things. 
This water will need to be processed, cleaned and pumped 
to our homes before we can use it.

7+

Indoor activity

Quick guide

15 mins

Age range

Covers topics on
Geography 

World issues
Measuring

Environment

Group activity
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Fun fact
The Sahara Desert covers about 
3.5 million square miles or nine 

million square kilometres 
– an area roughly equal 

to that of the United States

The effects of climate change could mean 
that water becomes more precious than oil 

The weight of water that 
women in Africa and Asia carry 

on their heads is commonly 
20kg, the same as the average 
UK airport luggage allowance 

The average person in the 
developing world uses less 
than 10 litres of water 
every day for their drinking, 

washing and cooking

8 out of 10 
people without 
safe water live 
in rural areas 

Leaders’ notes:
Water covers 70% of the Earth’s surface but 
only 1% of the Earth’s water is available for use. 

Of this 1%, only a tiny fraction of the world’s 
population has access to it and there are 884 
million people in the world living without clean 
safe water.

On current trends 
over the next 20 

years humans will 
use 40% more 
water than they 

do now

The average 
European uses 

200 litres of 
water every day 
for their drinking, 

washing and 
cooking. North 

Americans use 
400 litres

Agriculture accounts for over 80% 
of the world’s water consumption 

For more information, visit 
www.wateraid.org/uk
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Water 
fi lter
Make a fi lter and examine how it can be used to clean water.

You will need
• Bucket

• Sieve

• Glass jars

• Funnels (cut the top off a large plastic bottle)

• Sand

• Gravel

• Cotton wool

• Blotting paper

• Mud, leaves, salt, food colouring etc. to act as pollutants

What to do
1. Stand the funnel in a jar and plug the neck 

of the funnel with cotton wool. 

2. Add a layer of gravel and sand, then blotting paper 
trimmed to fi t the top. 

3. Take a bucket of water and add to it different pollutants: 
mud, gravel, sand etc. 

4. Pour the water through the sieve and see which
pollutants have been removed by this method. 

5. Next pour the dirty water through the fi lter 
and see how clean water fi lters through. 

6. What pollutants are still in the water? Colouring? 
Explain that water is also treated with chemicals 
to make it safe to drink.

7+
Quick guide

30 mins

Age range

Outside / indoor

Covers topics on:
Science

Experiment

Group activity
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Leaders’ notes
This exercise shows how different methods 
can be used to remove substances from 
water. Some of these processes happen 
naturally, such as fi ltering through chalk 
and rock, and others are processes which 
have to be performed to make water safe 
to drink.

Southern Water takes water from several 
different sources, including underground 
aquifers, rivers and surface water 
reservoirs. Over two-thirds of it comes from 
underground sources or aquifers.

The level of treatment the water undergoes 
before being pumped into supply depends 
on where it comes from.

Generally, water from aquifers is already of 
a high quality because it has been fi ltered 
through many layers of chalk or sand and 
needs only disinfection with chlorine.

Water from rivers and reservoirs contains 
a range of substances which need to be 
removed through several processes.

Fun fact
The water we use today

is the same water that

was on the planet when 

dinosaurs were around
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Waterhole 
challenge
Watch the Buckets of Water fi lm in the DVD. Then use this activity 
to show the effort needed to fetch enough water for daily activities.

You will need
• Waterwise DVD

• Fact cards

• Several full two-litre water bottles

What to do
1. Each team has to pass a two-litre bottle of water from 

one person to the next over a set distance. 

2. Use different methods each time 
(over heads, hand to hand, between the legs). 

3. Use the fact cards and send the two litres along the 
line enough times to get washed (10 litres = fi ve times) 
take a shower (40 litres = 20 times) 
or have a bath (80 litres = 40 times) etc.

Extension activity: Age 10 +
Give each team one litre of water and challenge them to use 
it for as many activities as possible from a set list and in order 
of priority. They must plan the order of the list to ensure that 
only fresh, clean water is used for drinking.

A possible list:

• One cup to brush teeth

• Drink a glass of water

• Boil an egg

• Wash a pair of socks

• Water some plants

7+
Quick guide

30 mins

Age range

Outside / indoor

Covers topics on:
Global issues

Numeracy
Agility

Problem-solving

Group activity
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Fun fact
Water is heavy. One litre of 

water weighs one kilogramme. 
The water in an average bath 

weighs about a quarter 
of a tonne and over 1,000 

tonnes in a swimming pool

7 out of 10 people 
without sanitation 
live in rural areas 

Diarrhoea kills more children every year than AIDS, 
malaria and measles combined

Children living in households with no toilet are 

twice as likely to get diarrhoea as those with a toilet

Every year, around 60 million children in the developing world 
are born into households without access to sanitation

One gram of human waste can contain 10,000,000 viruses, 

1,000,000 bacteria, 1,000 parasite cysts, 100 parasite eggs

At any one time half the hospital beds in developing countries 
are fi lled with people suffering from diarrhoea

Leaders’ notes
Learning about how water is used in other cultures 
allows participants to recognise the difference 
in attitudes to water use around the world.

Seven in eight people do not have access 
to safe water and 2.6 billion do not have 
anywhere safe and hygienic to go to the 
toilets. As a result, 4,000 children die every 
day from preventable diarrhoeal diseases.

Unsafe water and poor sanitation also have a 
big impact on education. With no taps or toilets 
at school, it is diffi cult for pupils to attend. Young 
people – girls in particular – often have to miss 
out on school because  they have to walk long 
distances to collect water for their families. 

Remember, hygiene is just as important 
in this country. Always wash your hands after 
using the toilet.
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